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How to Exit your Business Profitably

Chapter 1 - Lessons From the Past
 

Story One – The Owner Who Died at his Desk

Soon after I exited my previous occupation (in public practice) I received not one – but two
separate phone calls from persons trying to assist newly bereaved widows sell the business that
had taken the life of their husband. Two mature and experienced small practice professionals had
passed away suddenly. 
 
It was a very tough time, made tougher by the fact that every day that those doors remained shut
and every time a phone call problem or issue could not be resolved; huge chunks were gouged out
of any possible exit value associated with those businesses. 
 
The cold hard facts are that approximately 50% of sellers who talk to us as brokers have
had decision flexibility taken from their hands by “events.”

Story Two - The shortest meeting I have ever had

When I am about to deliver a written assessment
of market value – I approach those meetings
somewhat hesitantly …. Because of this particular
incident.
 
On this day I entered the owners office, I
straightaway handed over the written valuation
document. The business owner immediately
opened it, read the summary and promptly
dropped the document into the trash bin beside
his desk – before I had even taken my seat.

I was dismissed with a wave of the hand and the statement – “That’s useless to me, my
Accountant told me my business was worth three times that.” I left, and I admit I was cheesed-off.
 
I did later receive a phone call from that business-owner, saying he had read my report fully. I did
eventually list that business for sale in the upper range of the assessed value – and that same
owner did receive a written offer for exactly that upper value. Much to mine and the prospect
purchasers astonishment, the external accountant persuaded the business owner to reject the
offer and the deal never went through. 
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An owner client; employer of a professional,
qualified management team engaged our firm to
sell his business. During our own “Discovery
Process” we found reason to question a number
of financial and non-financial items – including
stock and WIP, the legal existence of claimed IP.
Despite our belief that some issues “didn’t stack
up” we had to accept the word of the
management team that there were no issues.
We duly presented the business to the market;
negotiated price and terms with a prospect buyer
and the sale went to contract.
 
 
All was moving along swimmingly until the due diligence team also questioned the same elements
we had. However this time, the owner’s team had to confront the fact that errors did exist and
together we spent a long and hot evening forensically looking for – and finding, a series of journal
errors.

How to Exit your Business Profitably

Chapter 2 - Know the Numbers

The buyers in todays’ market are savvy, risk averse investors. They have developed a feel for the
market. These people are the ones doing research looking at so many “Information Documents”
they eventually get buyer indigestion.
 
Those buyers know that sellers on the other hand are seldom personally invested or ready, their
business-case is unremarkably average, and sellers are basically ignorant of the increased time
and stress found in the deal making process as a consequence of that sloppy approach.

Story Three  - “Pencils down… we’re off”
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Some four years later, that owner was still putting in the hours, still being guided by a well-
meaning but ignorant professional and I have heard, no happier and no wealthier.
 
The cold hard facts are that 50% of business sellers receive 50% of their expected value.
Not because they get cheated, but because they and their advisors have no idea of the real
market or its assessment of value. The market data wins every time – buyers don’t pay a
premium.



I have been fortunate to swing some lovely deals but two I speak about now is how sometimes you
can add value add in quite extraordinary ways.
 
Two mates who started a business some 15 years ago recently sold their business to a competitor.  
Now these two entrepreneurs had gone through some really tough times and they had survived by
being practical and pragmatic – what they didn’t realise was the body of knowledge they possessed,
the experience and skills for their industry, were very pronounced.
 
The prospect buyers wanted the business; but they needed the two entrepreneurs. Therefore the
deal got sweeter, the more the prospect purchaser“wooed” these two. The two people who built that
business from the ground-up,received market price on the sale, and they received excellent
contracts of employment for the extended period they would be accompanying the business into its
new ownership.
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The prospect purchaser for that business didn’t want to “resolve” the issue, nor understand where
and why the errors occurred. Nor did we manage to “renegotiate price” in good faith.
 
The fact was, with our credibility destroyed - no good faith existed from that point. We received a
phone call that morning informing us that the due diligence team had been disbanded and would
not be returning. The deal was lost because the buyers trust had evaporated; they could not be
sure what else we were hiding.
 
Those errors lost a sale and cost the business owner approximately $1.5 million.
 
There are a finite number of ratios and key indicators that are used time-after-time.  They can be
described as a subset of the more formal elements found in the “due diligence” processes applied
in large deals.
 
This is not an isolated story; this scenario frequently happens – Far too many sales are lost
after the agreement is made and prior to settlement. You must know your numbers are
right.

Chapter 3 - Buyers Profits can be Maximised
 

Story Four – Financials Don’t tell the Whole Story
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deficient operating,financial and marketing areas.
 
“Value” simply wasn’t present, and our advice was the business was worth equipment and stock;
but no more.
 
However, we worked with that couple, the goal was to improve both income and profit in order to
recover their investment upon a future sale. After approximately 18 months, we could have sold
that business for $220,000. During that 18 month period they had each sacked their second job,
had even employed an offsider and were earning a decent wage – very capable of paying the
mortgage.
 
The decision to work to a different process, pay attention to the basics to maximise sale proceeds
worked so well – the business wasn’t offered to the market at all.
 
The cold hard facts are – irrespective of marketing expenditure – not all business can be
sold. About 25% of businesses can and will be doing much better after a diligent market
assessment by a professional points out the gaps. When those gaps are closed – the business will
have increased in value.
 
It is true - people pay more, when the risks are lower.
 
 

Husband-and-wife team who were working quite
long hours in their business and actually held-
down  a second job each at the time they
approached our business to sell;  because they
were to weary to continue.
 
Their goal was simple: because their business
was not earning revenue, was not paying a
wage, they thought it was all over. During the
due diligence process of developing our opinion
of market value, we identified a number of 
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Story Five – With this Profit we Don’t Need to Sell
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Josh and Artie were competitors – well known in their industry, known to each other as well.
 
Arties’ Business was the superior business. In almost all Indicators, Josh came a poor second.
Josh wanted Artie to buy his business, Artie was keen, and we undertook the due diligence on his
behalf – Our opinion was not flattering, and the price we suggested reflected that.
 
Josh was asked directly if he would buy his business in the state it was in, at the price he was
asking. The response was an honest and swift “no” – however he held out that this was a strategic
acquisition by Artie and that fact made it so much more valuable to Artie.
 
The transaction never occurred. Josh simply shut up shop and Artie acquired the clients within
twelve months anyway.
 
Look at the small diagram below:

How to Exit your Business Profitably

Chapter 4 - Would you Buy your Business
 

Story Six – The story of Artie and Josh

The fact is buyers do research, good businesses in a
segment have value – poor businesses in that segment do
not.

Chapter 5 - Conclusion

Here is a recent testimonial, and I think it covers all the elements that I have tried to describe in
this e-report.
 
Thank you, Kevin for your recent valuable work. Including standing by my father as he struggled with both
his illness and the need to sell the business that he had spent a lifetime
building.
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It was your dogged determination and the skill and experience you hold, that brought this deal
together – we know that we would not have achieved the result we did, with anyone else.
 
I really appreciated your advice and guidance when confronting all those stressful setbacks that
gathered along the path to settlement. Your calmness, self-assurance and knowledge of the
process became the steadying influence we could depend upon. 
 
Trusting a stranger with your private business information is a very tough call, and it was made
even tougher by present circumstances, however we are truly grateful for the successful outcome
that you worked so hard to deliver.
 
So; have you thought about selling and do you know what year that might be?
If the answer is “Yes! I am thinking about it” then the time to start preparing for that exit has come. 
 
Do you know what is your business worth? Is it sale ready?
 
Create some urgency by first assembling your team – people with the experience, know how,
business wisdom and the ability to understand the issues and know how help you get WHERE you
want to be WHEN you want to be there.
 
Are you concerned about how businesses sell in today's market and do you know what is in store?
 
Knowledge of the process is important; being prepared is vital.
 
Selling a business is a full-time job, its what we do and we would like to help. So pick up the phone
and call us for a chat.
 
If you need more information, please talk to me:
 
Kevin Lovewell
 
Mobile: 0401 308 385

How to Exit your Business Profitably

Kevin Lovewell is a Director of Negotia Group, Based in Queensland. He is a
licensed Business Broker, Registered Business Valuer and business advisor.
He has built his career in successfully helping business owners. He is also an
Accountant – retired from public practice. He holds the following qualifications.
B.Bus (Accy). MBA (QUT). RBV.
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